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Thank you categorically much for downloading Complete Guide Brass Instruments Technique.Maybe you have knowledge that, people have see numerous period for their favorite books with this
Complete Guide Brass Instruments Technique, but stop happening in harmful downloads.
Rather than enjoying a ﬁne ebook bearing in mind a cup of coﬀee in the afternoon, otherwise they juggled taking into consideration some harmful virus inside their computer. Complete Guide Brass
Instruments Technique is available in our digital library an online right of entry to it is set as public as a result you can download it instantly. Our digital library saves in fused countries, allowing you to
get the most less latency times to download any of our books when this one. Merely said, the Complete Guide Brass Instruments Technique is universally compatible subsequent to any devices to read.

KEY=COMPLETE - MOONEY SANTIAGO
A COMPLETE GUIDE TO BRASS
INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQUE
Schirmer Books provides all the pedagogical, historical, and technical material necessary for the successful instruction of brass. Chapters discuss the historical development of individual brass instruments
and focus on technique, including guidance for teachers and a complete method for brass playing. Individual instrument chapters include lists of recommended study material and reference sources. An
audio CD of concert-hall recordings of all the exercises in the book is new to this edition. --from publisher description.

A COMPLETE GUIDE TO BRASS
INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQUES
Schirmer This authoritative guide provides all the pedagogical, historical, and technical material necessary for the successful instruction of brass. Chapters discuss the historical development of individual
brass instruments and focus on technique, including guidance for teachers and a complete method for brass playing. Individual instrument chapters include lists of recommended study material and
reference sources.

A COMPLETE GUIDE TO BRASS
INSTRUMENTS AND PEDAGOGY
Simon & Schuster Books For Young Readers Combining a written text with numerous photographs, musical examples and practice exercises, this guide provides all the pedagogical, historical and technical
material necessary for the successful instruction of brass. Featuring detailed discussions of the many instruments in use today, the author presents the reader with an invaluable, up-to-date guide to brass
pedagogy and technique.

COMPLETE GUIDE TO BRASS : INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQUE
CD-ROM FOR WHITENER'S A COMPLETE GUIDE TO BRASS INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQUE, 3RD
Schirmer Books Concert-hall recordings of all the exercises in the book played by many of the diﬀerent instruments and ensembles discussed.

GUIDE TO THE EUPHONIUM REPERTOIRE
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THE EUPHONIUM SOURCE BOOK
Indiana University Press Guide to the Euphonium Repertoire is the most deﬁnitive publication on the status of the euphonium in the history of this often misunderstood and frequently under-appreciated
instrument. This volume documents the rich history, the wealth of repertoire, and the incredible discography of the euphonium. Music educators, composers/arrangers, instrument historians, performers on
other instruments, and students of the euphonium (baritone horn, tenor tuba, etc.) will ﬁnd the exhaustive research evident in this volume's pages to be compelling and comprehensive. Contributors are
Lloyd Bone, Brian L. Bowman, Neal Corwell, Adam Frey, Marc Dickman, Bryce Edwards, Seth D. Fletcher, Carroll Gotcher, Atticus Hensley, Lisa M. Hocking, Sharon Huﬀ, Kenneth R. Kroesche, R. Winston
Morris, John Mueller, Michael B. O'Connor, Eric Paull, Joseph Skillen, Kelly Thomas, Demondrae Thurman, Matthew J. Tropman, and Mark J. Walker.

GUIDE TO TEACHING BRASS
McGraw-Hill Humanities, Social Sciences & World Languages A comprehensive guide for teaching brass instruments. Musical examples are given to illustrate, transpositions, harmonics, embouchure
development studies, articulation and intonation problems. New to this edition is an improved repertoire list for each ins

TRUMPET TECHNIQUE
Oxford University Press A resource for performers, teachers and students seeking to develop the highest level of skill. The author, a trumpet professor and performer, applies the latest developments in
physiology, psychology, learning theory and psychomotor research to brass technique and performance.

TEACHING BRASS: A RESOURCE MANUAL
McGraw-Hill Humanities Social Teaching Brass helps music education students learn to play and teach brass instruments. It is unique in combining exercises, instruction, and reference material that
students can use after they move into their teaching career. Written by ﬁve brass players, it addresses the problems of learning and teaching each instrument from the view of an expert teacher on each
instrument. - Back cover.

TEACHING OF INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
Routledge This book introduces music education majors to basic instrumental pedagogy for the instruments and ensembles most commonly found in the elementary and secondary curricula. This text
focuses on the core competencies required for teacher certiﬁcation in instrumental music. The ﬁrst section of the book focuses on essential issues for a successful instrumental program: objectives,
assessment and evaluation, motivation, administrative tasks, and recruiting and scheduling (including block scheduling). The second section devotes a chapter to each wind instrument plus percussion and
strings, and includes troubleshooting checklists for each instrument. The third section focuses on rehearsal techniques from the ﬁrst day through high school.

GUIDE TO TEACHING BRASS
McGraw-Hill Humanities/Social Sciences/Languages With the most extensive collection of examples and solutions for teaching and playing brass, and a formidable bibliography of literature and listening
lists, The Guide to Teaching Brass is the perfect resource for teachers of brass method. The Guide is divided into two parts; the ﬁrst dealing with basic pedagogical information pertaining to brass
instruments generally, and the second addressing the history, methodology, and repertoire of each instrument individually. As a whole, the text provides a comprehensive resource that brass teachers and
performers will refer to throughout their careers. In sum, The Guide is a brass methods text that will serve teachers and performers throughout their careers.

WIND TALK FOR BRASS
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING AND TEACHING BRASS INSTRUMENTS
Oxford University Press Wind Talk for Brass provides instrumental music teachers, practitioners, and students with a handy, easy-to-use pedagogical resource for brass instruments found in school
instrumental programs. With thorough coverage of the most common brass instruments - trumpet, horn, trombone, baritone/euphonium, and tuba/sousaphone - the book oﬀers the most topical and
information necessary for eﬀective teaching. This includes terminology, topics, and concepts associated with each speciﬁc instrument, along with teaching suggestions that can be applied in the
classroom. Be sure to look to the back of the book for a "Practical Tips" section, which discusses common technical faults and corrections, common problems with sound (as well as their causes and
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solutions to them), ﬁngering charts, literature lists (study materials, method books, and solos), as well as a list of additional resources relevant to teaching brass instruments (articles, websites, audio
recordings). Without question, Wind Talk for Brass stands alone as an invaluable resource for woodwinds!

BRASS INSTRUMENTS
THEIR HISTORY AND DEVELOPMENT
Courier Corporation Evolution of trumpets, trombones, bugles, cornets, French horns, tubas, and other brass wind instruments. Indispensable resource for any brass player or music historian. Over 140
illustrations and 48 music examples.

A COMPLETE GUIDE TO BRASS
INSTRUMENTS AND TECHNIQUES
Schirmer This authoritative guide provides all the pedagogical, historical, and technical material necessary for the successful instruction of brass. Chapters discuss the historical development of individual
brass instruments and focus on technique, including guidance for teachers and a complete method for brass playing. Individual instrument chapters include lists of recommended study material and
reference sources.

STARTING OUT RIGHT
BEGINNING BAND PEDAGOGY
Scarecrow Press The Teaching of Instrumental Music - 4th Edition by Richard J. Colwell and Michael P. Hewitt (Prentice Hall, 2010) / 456 pages / 8.5 x 11 / $140.80 (paper)PubAlley: 52 units, $7,039.80
BookScan: 303 recordsWorldCat: 745 recordsPubTrak: 235 units since fall term 2006Teaching Instrumental Music: Developing the Complete Band Program by Shelley Jagow (Meredith Music, 2007) / 304
pages / 8.5 x 11 / $34.95 (paper)PubAlley: 167 units, $5,856.07BookScan: 1,010 recordsWorldCat: 94 recordsPubTrack: 347 units since fall term 2006Teaching Band & Orchestra - Methods and Materials by
Lynn G. Cooper (GIA Publications: 2004) / 408 pages / 7 x 10 / $42 (cloth) PubAlley: 526 units, $21,175.42BookScan: 1,851 recordsWorldCat: 206 recordsPubTrak: 1,513 units since fall term 2006

WIND TALK FOR WOODWINDS
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING AND TEACHING WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS
Oxford University Press Wind Talk for Woodwinds provides instrumental music teachers, practitioners, and students with a handy, easy-to-use pedagogical resource for woodwind instruments found in
school instrumental programs. With thorough coverage of the most common woodwind instruments - ﬂute, oboe, clarinet, saxophone, and bassoon - the book oﬀers the most topical and information
necessary for eﬀective teaching. This includes terminology, topics, and concepts associated with each speciﬁc instrument, along with teaching suggestions that can be applied in the classroom. Be sure to
look to the back of the book for a "Practical Tips" section, which discusses common technical faults and corrections, common problems with sound (as well as their causes and solutions to them), ﬁngering
charts, literature lists (study materials, method books, and solos), as well as a list of additional resources relevant to teaching woodwind instruments (articles, websites, audio recordings). Without
question, Wind Talk for Woodwinds stands alone as an invaluable resource for woodwinds!

TIPBOOK TRUMPET AND TROMBONE, FLUGELHORN AND CORNET
THE COMPLETE GUIDE
Hal Leonard Corporation Introduces trumpets, trombones, ﬂugelhorns, and cornets, oﬀers advice on purchasing an instrument, demonstrates ﬁngering patterns, and deﬁnes jargon.

A DICTIONARY FOR THE MODERN TRUMPET PLAYER
Scarecrow Press Filled with concise and detailed deﬁnitions, A Dictionary for the Modern Trumpet Player includes biographies of prominent performers, teachers, instrument makers, and composers of
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trumpet solo and ensemble literature often omitted from other musical references.

THE KEYED BUGLE
Scarecrow Press This new edition of The Keyed Bugle is an expansion rather than a revision of the ﬁrst edition. The performance practice discussion has been extended to cater to the needs of the reader
who wishes to learn the instrument. All chapters contain new information, and the chapters on Performers, Makers and Sellers have been extensively expanded. An additional chapter oﬀers an explanation
of the peculiarly distinct acoustics of keyed bugles and provides an analysis of construction styles employed by particular makers. After closely researching instruments that have been documented by the
signatures of speciﬁc ﬁrms and comparing them with unmarked examples, the author enables readers to make conﬁdent observations on the nature of regional and manufacturer's styles. The new
research in this area provides the groundwork for informed speculation about the origins of undocumented keyed bugles. This work puts the best of current research on the instrument into book form and
provides the collector, performer, and serious music student with a clear picture of the instrument's history, repertoire, and technique.

EAR TRAINING FOR TWENTIETH-CENTURY MUSIC
Yale University Press Michael Friedmann's Ear Training for Twentieth-Century Music is a skills text; using non-tonal materials, students are asked to improvise at the keyboard, sing at sight, take dictation,
memorize melodies by rote, and identify selected set classes by eye and ear.

THE MARCHING BAND HANDBOOK
COMPETITIONS, INSTRUMENTS, CLINICS, FUNDRAISING, PUBLICITY, UNIFORMS, ACCESSORIES, TROPHIES, DRUM CORPS, TWIRLING, COLOR GUARD, INDOOR GUARD,
MUSIC, TRAVEL, DIRECTORIES, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, INDEX, 3D ED.
McFarland This third edition of The Marching Band Handbook updates information on all areas of the marching activity, including clinicians, clinics, directors and workshops; competitions; drum corps; fund
raising; indoor guard; military bands; musicians, instruments and uniforms; music selection and sources; parades; publicity and public relations; travel arrangements; trophies, awards, gifts, medals and
plaques; and twirling. It provides comprehensive lists for the director, drill designer, booster, musician, guard member and twirler—where to buy instruments or batons, the location of spring and fall
competition sites, judging organizations, fund-raising organizations and ideas, clinic locations, marching band music publishers, magazines covering drum corps, twirling or band.

DEVELOPING EXPRESSION IN BRASS PERFORMANCE AND TEACHING
Routledge Developing Expression in Brass Performance and Teaching helps university music teachers, high school band directors, private teachers, and students develop a vibrant and ﬂexible approach to
brass teaching and performance that keeps musical expression central to the learning process. Strategies for teaching both group and applied lessons will help instructors develop more expressive use of
articulation, ﬂexibility in sound production, and how to play with better intonation. The author shares strategies from today’s best brass instrument performers and teachers for developing creativity and
making musical expression central to practicing and performing. These concepts presented are taken from over thirty years of experience with musicians like Wynton Marsalis, Barbara Butler, Charles
Geyer, Donald Hunsberger, Leonard Candelaria, John Haynie, Bryan Goﬀ, members of the Chicago Symphony and New York Philharmonic and from leading music schools such as the Eastman School of
Music, The University of North Texas and The Florida State University. The combination of philosophy, pedagogy, and common sense methods for learning will ignite both musicians and budding musicians
to inspired teaching and playing.

FANFARES AND FINESSE
A PERFORMER'S GUIDE TO TRUMPET HISTORY AND LITERATURE
Indiana University Press “A concise guide linking the history of trumpet to performance . . . includes information on band music, bugle calls, orchestral repertoire, and jazz.” —American Reference Books
Annual Unlike the violin, which has ﬂourished largely unchanged for close to four centuries, the trumpet has endured numerous changes in design and social status from the battleﬁeld to the bandstand
and ultimately to the concert hall. This colorful past is reﬂected in the arsenal of instruments a classical trumpeter employs during a performance, sometimes using no fewer than ﬁve in diﬀerent keys and
conﬁgurations to accurately reproduce music from the past. With the rise in historically inspired performances comes the necessity for trumpeters to know more about their instrument’s heritage, its
repertoire, and diﬀerent performance practices for old music on new and period-speciﬁc instruments. More than just a history of the trumpet, this essential reference book is a comprehensive guide for
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musicians who bring that musical history to life. “A compendium of trumpet history with short, fact-ﬁlled chapters. It will serve both amateur and professional musicians alike, and few could read this text
without learning something. Fanfares and Finesse is a thorough sampling of trumpet topics, including something of interest for every trumpet player, brass enthusiast, or curious reader.” —Pan Pipes
“Trumpet players in a wide variety of situations and at many levels will ﬁnd a great deal of useful information, presented in a clear, engaging, reader-friendly way yet backed by solid research. While some
topics are covered in more depth than others, Koehler’s breadth of vision and thoroughness are commendable . . . For all trumpeters and anyone who teaches them.” —Choice

AN ILLUSTRATED DICTIONARY FOR THE MODERN TROMBONE, TUBA, AND EUPHONIUM PLAYER
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Prominent scholar and performer Douglas Yeo provides an accessible reference guide for all instruments in the low brass family and addresses a broad range of relevant topics with
ready answers to issues that students, players, and conductors encounter. Extensive illustrations by Lennie Peterson provide clear insight into many of the entries.

TIPBOOK TRUMPET & TROMBONE, FLUGELHORN & CORNET
Hal Leonard Corporation The reference manual for both beginners and advanced brass wind players, including tipcodes and a glossary.

TRUMPET FOR DUMMIES
John Wiley & Sons How to get a good sound, read music, and master a variety of styles-including classical, pop, jazz, and Latin Listening to a trumpet trilla series of high notes during a military march or
wail longingly during a blues rendition-is a pleasure second to none. And masters, including Wynton Marsalis and Louis Armstrong, have made the trumpet truly Gabriel's horn, one of the most eloquent
voices in classical music and jazz. Yet even a virtuoso begins somewhere. This down-to-earth and user-friendly guide shows those new to the trumpet everything they need know to play the instrumentfrom basic technique (including getting a good sound), caring for a trumpet, and learning pieces from many musical genres. Demonstrates how to play classical, pop, jazz, and Latin-with audio samples on
the enclosed CD-ROM Includes tips on how to buy or rent the best instrument An ideal guide for students just learning the trumpet, or students who need a little boost, or fans of the trumpet who've never
got around to learning it, here is the complete guide to making one of the world's most popular-and beloved instruments-their own. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included
as part of eBook ﬁle.

THE CAMBRIDGE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BRASS INSTRUMENTS
Cambridge University Press Some thirty-two experts from ﬁfteen countries join three of the world's leading authorities on the design, manufacture, performance and history of brass musical instruments in
this ﬁrst major encyclopaedia on the subject. It includes over one hundred illustrations, and gives attention to every brass instrument which has been regularly used, with information about the way they
are played, the uses to which they have been put, and the importance they have had in classical music, sacred rituals, popular music, jazz, brass bands and the bands of the military. There are specialist
entries covering every inhabited region of the globe and essays on the methods that experts have used to study and understand brass instruments. The encyclopaedia spans the entire period from
antiquity to modern times, with new and unfamiliar material that takes advantage of the latest research. From Abblasen to Zorsi Trombetta da Modon, this is the deﬁnitive guide for students, academics,
musicians and music lovers.

ESSENTIALS OF BRASS PLAYING
Alfred Music An explicit, logical approach to important basic factors that contribute to superior brass instrument performance.

BRASS INSTRUMENTS
PURCHASING, MAINTENANCE, TROUBLESHOOTING AND MORE
Hal Leonard Corporation (Meredith Music Resource). What instruments brands provide the best value? Are used instruments a good investment? What mouthpiece should beginners use? Single or double
horn? Is there a way to make it easier for beginners to play the tuba? Why are certain valve combinations always out of tune? When is it time to move to an F attachment trombone? What's the diﬀerence
between compensating and non-compensating isn't that what the 4th valve does? What's this I hear about trombone lung? These and countless other questions about purchasing, maintaining,
troubleshooting, repairing and storing brass instruments are answered in this comprehensive yet concise handbook. Topics include: * Purchasing - brands to consider and prices to expect * Maintenance lubrication, cleaning and maintaining brass in top condition * Troubleshooting - quick repairs, what to look for and preventive measures * Repair - what can be done with a few tools and what REALLY needs
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a brass repairman * Storage - how to protect your instrument and your investment * Tuning - tendencies and solutions for ALL valved brass * Mouthpieces - a good place to start and what comes next *
Mutes - shapes, types and pitch tendencies * Building a brass tool kit - what to include

MICHIGAN MUSE
UM Libraries

A COLLEGIATE BRASS TECHNIQUES CURRICULUM
AN INTEGRATED APPROACH
This document is a brass techniques curriculum that integrates knowledge, performance skills, teaching, and practice, while addressing the pedagogy of all brass disciplines. This integrated approach to
teaching brass instruments builds a foundation for music educators in brass instruction, and allows them to teach eﬃciently by knowing the commonalities to all brass instruments and the unique problems
speciﬁc to each instrument. As a result, this curriculum provides experience for practical classroom instruction, a direct answer to the inherent problems of widely used curriculums in institutions across
America. The purpose of this document remains twofold: to establish a comprehensive collegiate course curriculum for future brass college professors, who will then be able to provide practical tools for
future public school music educators to eﬀectively teach the brass family to beginner, intermediate, and more advanced students. This shall be accomplished through the utilization of methods, concepts,
literature, and principles of current brass pedagogical studies and writings. The student will learn the concepts of brass pedagogy, including performance, scholarship, maintenance, and repair for each
brass instrument (trumpet, horn, trombone and euphonium/tuba). This document outlines a detailed curriculum, accompanied with substantial prose that guides the student/teacher through a practical
pedagogical approach to brass techniques. The materials presented in this project oﬀer a standardized method and a reference handbook for music educators. The document is organized into three main
sections. Section 1 focuses on the course curriculum outline and how a semester class would be organized to achieve the course objectives. Section 2 is a reference section, devoted to various and
detailed pedagogical approaches in teaching each brass instrument. Section 3, or the drill section, deals speciﬁcally with classroom performance. The drill section will methodically walk the student from
the beginning concepts of producing a sound to performing beginning and intermediate brass ensemble music.

ARBAN'S COMPLETE CONSERVATORY METHOD FOR TRUMPET
Courier Corporation A complete pedagogical method for students of trumpet and cornet, this "brass bible" contains hundreds of exercises from basics to advanced. Includes the author's famous
arrangement of Carnival in Venice.

THE LOW BRASS PLAYER'S GUIDE TO DOUBLING
The Low Brass Player's Guide to Doubling is a guide for low brass players who wish to learn a diﬀerent low brass instrument. By performing well on several instruments, doublers become more complete
musicians, regardless of the instrument being played at any given moment. Taking up a secondary instrument will introduce you to new composers, repertoire, and ideas that will enhance your
musicianship. Doubling necessitates more thoughtful playing and leads to more thoughtful teaching; your resulting instruction becomes more eﬀective on every instrument you teach. Playing more
instruments will also increase your earning potential!The Low Brass Player's Guide to Doubling includes chapters devoted to: tenor trombonists doubling on bass trombone; bass trombonists doubling on
tenor trombone; trombonists doubling on euphonium; trombonists doubling on tuba; tuba players doubling on euphonium; euphonium and tuba players doubling on trombone; alto trombone; contrabass
trombone; bass trumpet; and cimbasso. Also included are ﬁngering charts, overtone series charts and targeted fundamentals for each instrument. The targeted fundamentals are designed to help players
learn the new instrument eﬃciently by extracting fundamental skills unique to the new instrument.

THE WORLD'S BEST MUSIC: THE MUSICIANS'S GUIDE
TRUMPET TECHNIQUE
Oxford University Press In the last forty years, many elite performers in the arts have gleaned valuable lessons and techniques from research and advances in sport science, psychomotor research,
learning theory, and psychology. Numerous "peak performance" books have made these tools and insights available to athletes. Now, professor and performer Frank Gabriel Campos has translated this
concept for trumpet players and other brass and wind instrumentalists, creating an accessible and comprehensive guide to performance skill. Trumpet Technique combines the newest research on skill
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acquisition and peak performance with the time-honored and proven techniques of master teachers and performers. All aspects of brass technique are discussed in detail, including the breath,
embouchure, oral cavity, tongue, jaw, and proper body use, as well as information on performance psychology, practice techniques, musicians' occupational injuries, and much more. Comprehensive and
detailed, Trumpet Technique is an invaluable resource for performers, teachers, and students at all levels seeking to move to the highest level of skill with their instrument.

BRASS BANDS OF THE BRITISH ISLES 1800-2018 - A HISTORICAL DIRECTORY
Gavin Holman Of the many brass bands that have ﬂourished in Britain and Ireland over the last 200 years very few have documented records covering their history. This directory is an attempt to collect
together information about such bands and make it available to all. Over 19,600 bands are recorded here, with some 10,600 additional cross references for alternative or previous names. This volume
supersedes the earlier “British Brass Bands – a Historical Directory” (2016) and includes some 1,400 bands from the island of Ireland. A separate work is in preparation covering brass bands beyond the
British Isles. A separate appendix lists the brass bands in each county

TEACHING WOODWINDS
A GUIDE FOR STUDENS AND TEACHERS
Teaching Woodwinds: A Guide for Students and Teachers is a comprehensive resource perfectly suited for university woodwind technique classes, band directors needing woodwind details, or anyone
looking for in-depth information on how to play ﬂute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, or saxophone. Teaching Woodwinds is the only resource of its kind: a book and a website. The book contains playing exercises
for each instrument, group exercises in score form, and ﬁngering and trill charts. The website contains information about how to play each instrument including sub-chapters on getting started, technique,
intonation, tone and much more, and oﬀers over 300 full color images, 130 videos, audio ﬁles, PDF downloads, PowerPoint/Keynote quizzes, and hundreds of links. Designed to be a lifelong resource, the
platform of a book and website has provided the authors with a rich palette with which to deliver the content with clarity and precision. This format serves as an eﬀective woodwind methods curriculum,
and will continue to be a valuable resource for music educators long after graduation.

TEACHING PERCUSSION, ENHANCED, SPIRAL BOUND VERSION
Cengage Learning Cook’s TEACHING PERCUSSION, which includes over seven hours of video footage, continues to set the standard in percussion instrument methods texts. Providing a comprehensive
introduction to every aspect of percussion education, technique and performance, this enhanced third edition develops students' musical understanding and performance skills. The author's consistent and
detailed philosophy introduces students to a reﬁned teaching methodology--and gives them greater insight into the learning process by integrating contemporary concepts about experiential awareness
learning. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

THE 1984 GUIDE TO THE EVALUATION OF EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES IN THE ARMED SERVICES
THE 1980 GUIDE TO THE EVALUATION OF EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES IN THE ARMED SERVICES: COAST GUARD, MARINE CORPS, NAVY, DEPT. OF DEFENSE
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